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The second year of our existence sees a further extensiop.
of, the So,oiety' s coverage of the field of historical archaeo~ogy

in Australia. \'1e are nOH inc"reasingly in touch Hith events J..:n
;. Victoria (",hence comes neHS of excavations in progress, one of
a ghost gold··mining tot-ln, one of' an old mill - more net'1S in due
course) and in South Australia, as Hell as 'continuin~ to hear
detailed reports of W.A.'s exciting new worK on all fronts -
local museums, site exploration by land, and underwater excavation.
\'Ie no" have a liaison "lith Canada and the U.S.A. and in this
and subsequent issues hope to include a selection of'items
from the varied range of literature and letters now arriving
from all parts of Australia as "ell as tJ-.'" States.' '

Two neH sections appear in this issue. Section VII
contains a precis of J.V.S. Mega,,'s interesting address to
the Society in October last on excavations at Captain COOk'S
"Landing Place, Kurnell, and Section VI, called Huse~~'an~

.Historic Parks, ",ill give detailed info'rmation about a quite
,: arbitrary selection of museum collections or historic parks from

literature sent in or from personal visits, given for the benefit
of those working on special topics - or just planning a trip.

:.' From'Canada comes news of a project very relevant to us in
Australia. The Canadian Inventory of Historic Building is a

. -ten-year computer1sed progra~ne for an arch~tecturdl ~nventory~

'.' The first phase records the exteriors of 100,000 buildin~s in
five years; the second phase describes the i~teriors ~nd

architectural details of 10,000 buildings chosen fro~ th= result3
of phase 1; and in the third phase some 2,000 structuL'l'S

'will be selected from phase 2 and desc~ibed with measured
drawings and structural studies. In a final phase,

·researchers vlill look into to~·m and city records to determine
. the building date, a~chitect' and original ONner of each
.~tructure. Its aim is to make information at present hidden

I··in archives available to those 'involved in city planning,
building and demolition, and to avoid the piecemeal destruction
of'concentrations of historic structures. The procedure involves

.'the appl~cat~on of some 70 categories to the exterior of the
building each ansl<ering the question ;;",hat kind of" - e.g. ",hat

;kind of wall construction, window trim etc. A survey team of
40 students is already at "lark in 24 cities, and the
'programme t·/as launched in 1970 by tl1e National Hi.storic Sites
Service (Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development).
(Nat. Rist. Parks Ne"s, 4, 1970).

,',
-...

The Sydney development this year of two Adult Education
courses desicned each to excavate and research a sinele historic
building (cf. Section III) represents just about an exactly .

· opposite approach, in terms of scale at least. Several Facultl€~

· of Architecture in different states here have selected the
"recordin~ and plan~ing of doomed histor:-ic buildings as topics
for student theses. The Hark of the South Australian Institute
of Technology has been particularly significant, Hith its studies
of country pubs, Hount Torrens, and specific buildings in
Adelaide in their social and economic conteAt; and the University
of N.S.vl. Faculty of Architecture has also become active in this
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field with the study by its 4th year students of the
controversial Pitt Street Congregational Church. Nevertheless,
the Canadian project suggests that we have a long way to go in
terms of developing a co-ordinated programme and public aware
ness.

* * *.* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * *.* * *
II, "Forthcoming Events

In Hay Dr J. Allen will give a lecture on his work 'at'" ' '
Port Essington.

Your Editor, at present escaping the duties of office in
the Indian spring, was gently reminded of tasks awaiting by a
grassy, bird-filled corner of India, half-buried tombstones,
and an unobtrusive sign, "English Cemetery". Problems of style
change, and statistical analysis seemed very far from this
memory-filled place, but nevertheless it was fascinating to
see headstones and inscriptions akin to those of colonial
Australia. We plan a research item for the Newsletter later 'in
the year on Australian tombstones anyway.
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Meanuhile activity contiriues on the historical
archaeological front g,;nerally. A re-organis-,
ation of the Museum is'i~' p~ogress, with
ground floor displays.of' veteran and vintage
cars, and a restoratiorl"of'the Old Perth Gaol
and Courthouse' to' follow' 'i's' part of the museum
complex. This will be' used for historical
displays., '

Exciting nevlS comes from Perth of a'·ne·t.f wreck,
the Eglinton a barque of 462 tons, sunk in
1852 with a large general cargo for colonial

'merchants and the convict establishment at
"Frerriantle. A display of material raised
has just gone on view, much pf it being in
a_ plendid state of preservation. 'In fact
in,5 diving days the team ,obtained a larger
collection of intact material than from
any previous wreck. 125 unchipped drinking
glasses, a number of copper' plates Nith
advertisements for merchants and personal
calling cards, ceramic material'in good
condition and brass stamped, weights, lamp,
ornamental coat hangers,' are some:of the
items mentioned. An exciting aspect of the
wreck is the quantity and nature'of associated
documentation - including ne~spaper lists
of the cargo and names.'of those'for whom it
l'7as intended. ' ,
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A long-term project 'f6"research into bottles
and other glassware recovered from wrecks is
nO\-1 beginninG '--17th, century Dutch to late 19th
ce'i1tury English., . This i.nvolves the co·woperation
of'the VI.A. Institute of Technology in trying
out physical dating techniques, and 'must
certainly be the first systematic programme
of its 'kind in Australia.

More local museums continue to be set up
in W.A. and there are active centres at
Geraldton, Albany, Cunderdin, Merredin, York,
Toodyay and Wongan Hills.

"
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Sydney

Research in
progress
Sydney, N.S.VI.

Research in
progress
Brewlng
Industry

Two new courses in local history/historical
archaeology have been introduced this year
as an experiment by the Adult Education
Department of Sydney University, Each one
involves the study of a specific building and
its related activities - Elizabeth Farm,
Parramatta, and an old tannery near Lane Cove 
both by excavation, and from the local records.
Both research and excavation to be undertaken
by the students, under supervision.

In connection with research projects being
undertaken by readers it is Horth mentioning
that the Industrial Archaeology Committee
of the National Trust, 123 Clarence Street,
Sydney has been steadily accumulatin~ inform
ation on industrial sites in N,S,W. over the
last two years. This material is on file
there, and is accessible by arrangement.

P.J. Herborn, Department of Geography,
University of Sydney, "1Ould welcome any
information on the Brewing Industry in the
19th Century, or contact wlth anyone worklng
on It.

Research in
progress
Flour Hilling

Research in
progress
Colonial

. Farming

. I

~
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Griffin C. Bartlett, 340 Collins Street,
Melbourne, 3000, Nould welcome infor'mation
on contacts in reference to a History of
Flour i'li 11 ing •

Early colonial farming (machinery and
techniques) - ltS adaptation to the
Austr'alian envIronment. Dav~d Hutchison,
Curator of Hlstory, \'l.A. r~useum P.erth,
6000, Hould be pleased to correspond Hith
anyone similarly interested.

IV. Recent PUblications

LithgoH Valley Colliery Company's Pottery Horks by
Amy McDonald. Occasional Papers No.8 published by
the Lithgo" District Historical Society, 12 pages.

This excellent survey of LithBoH Pottery is based on
a paper read to the above Society by Hrs HcDonald in Hay,
1971.

The Lithgow Valley Colliery began the production of
salt-glazed pipes and terracotta Hares after the mid-1870's.
By 1879 the pottery works were sufficiently in operation
to produce articles for the Sydney International Exhibition.
Between 1885 and 1896 three illustrated catalogues Here
produced showing over 100 articles of glazed and unglazed
wares. Before the end of the century the pottery ceased
production, a victim of the free trade policies of Ne" South
Wales and the depression of the '90's.

Included in this booklet are extracts from the Hinute
Books of the LithgOl" Valley Colliery Company 1876-84, a list
of employees in the pottery 1889-1890, extracts from the
pottery stock book and a selection of receipts. A list
of references and their loca,tion makes this invaluable to
historians and all those interested in 19th centurv
Australian pottery. Both author and Society are to be
congratulated on this pUblication which throHs much liBht
on a hitherto neglected area of historical research.

~.F.
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2,. 'The current issue of the 'Austr·a.lasian Antique Collector
(No. 12) contains an illustrated article by the late John
Burden "Pottery of Lithgow, I,le,o] South Hales". Originally
published in "Ceramic Notes and the Antique Trade"
during 1968 (Hos. 50-51) the ar·ticle is another important
contribution to the history of pottery manufacture in
New South Wales. (Available from newsagents $1).

3 •.. Industrial Archaeologists' Guide
Neil, Cossons and Kenneth Hudson.
(pUblished, David and Charles) •

1971-1973, edited by
Illustrated. L2.
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The'second edition of this refex'ence ~mrk contains much
information and data of interest to industrial archaeologists.
There are sections on the National Record of Industrial
Monuments, on work in the field of on-site preservation,
a list of sites preserved by local authorities, trusts and
societies~ a gazetteer of sites in Great Britain and a review
or industrial archaeology in Europe and North America.

The N.R.M.A. Touring Department has recently compiled a
detailed Exhibition and Museum Guide for New South Wales.
It includes information as to location~ times of opening~

admission charges and a description, of contents. The
39 page brochure is avail~ble from the N.R.M.A.

Old Government House - The Building and its Landscape,
by Helen Proudfoot for the State Planning Authority OT
New South Wales in association with Angus and Robertson.
This is a further volume in the ,"series on historic
buildings in New South \oIales. ',It, describes the history
of the oldest remaining public building in the state and
its,connection with the early governors of New South Wales
up tiYi"'i.'t's recent restoration by the National Trus't.
(Available Trom Old Government House Bookshop, Parramatta,
$3 incl. postage). :c:"

Journals

6. Industrial Archaeology. Edited by Dr John Butt and now
in its eighth volume. Industrial flrchaeolo!,y: The
,~ournal of, the History of Industry and Technology, is the
,principal journal in this rich and expanding field of
historic study. It contains illustrated articles and book
revie,vs, tosether with news from the societies and

.;'readers I correspondence O. Quarterly 0 . Subscription L2. 50.
Bound copies of vol. 7, 1970 available L3.15. (David and
Charles) .

!.r " .
v. ' Research Item 5,~ 1 Buttons
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Buttons are 'of interest to historical'archaeologists mainly
because,'like coins and beads they are small, are usually
carried around by people.in the course of th~i~ daily activities,
and are easily dropped and lost. In addition, they are
comparatively durable i~~ms of d~ess which nevertheless reflect
changing fashions and even social :,and economic factors quite
significantly, and sometimes - as in the case of uniform and
military buttons - can even yield documentation of factual
information.

In fact they are 'co~nonly picked up on surface. sites in
Australia - dumps and ,tips, ruins of old houses as well as in the
course of excavation.,' But like the broken clay pipe frasment,
since they are only very'occasionally actually of intrinsic
interest, they are usually tossed out. He have not yet heard of
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a collection of 18th-19th cen~ury simple trouser or shirt
buttons in Australia, and it seems unlikely that He shall;
collectors reasonably enough prefer to select buttons attractive
in themselves ,. glass-topped Nith floHers, painted or papier-
mache forms.

Buttons from recent 19th century excavations, hOV1ever, are
already beginning to shm" that there were steady changes in
form in, say, the bone four-hold t:rouser button, .and the sin111e
shank flat metal jacket button throughout at least the middle
of the 19th century. From the \o1ybalenna Settlement on Flinders
Island of about 1838-40 comesa series of 25 bone buttons of Nhich
most are similar four-hole, rimmed forms, and about a dozen plain
metal buttons, clearly from pea-jackets. These confirm
Robinson's statements that the Tasmanians wore clothes, and
suggest a high degree of uniformity in the dress issued to them.
A few smaller bone buttons may have been from women1s dresses;
it is however still conjectural that the four-hole bone buttons
are from trousers rather than shirts or even women's dresses.
Very few military buttons have been so far found at IVybalenna,
at least near the aboriginal terrace. There are predictably
more from Port Essington (of about the, same period).

We are still at the 'stage of collecting basic information
'about these, from old mail-order catalogues, costume museums and
trade circulars and advertisements.

Far more information is nO~l appearing about decorative
buttons, on which there have been several recent books.

These are usually concerned with the general history of
buttons, from their origins in Bl.",onze Age Europe to the
beginnings of the button trade proper in Europe in the 15th
and 16th. centuries. Their earli.est appearances are assumed to
have been decorative rather than functional~ and most sources
date the beginning of the functional buttcn in European dress
only to the time of the returning Crusaders it'om Persia, I-1ho
brought Hith them the idea of trousers and tighter-fitting
dress in general. Not until the end of the reicn of Elizabeth I
does the trade become established, and some sources indeed "
dispute that any buttons were functional before the 18th
century.

Thus" from being an art only, 1)utton-making became a craft,
,and finally in ,the 19th century mass-production "as needed to
meet demands. In general England had supremacy in the button
trade , although in the mid-19th century Paris and Lyons H"r'e both
great centres, the French speciality being" porcelain buttons.
Germany produced cheap fancy buttons, the cheapest glass ones
coming -from Bohemia; while Vienna at one tiJne had a pearl .
button output Hhich aln',ost rivalled that of Birmingham.

Birmingham Nas the real centre of the Horld buttc.)n
industry ,in the 19th century , its buckle trade diminishing
as its button trade increased. British machinery and processes
introduced mass production there .

There are many varieties of decorative button attractive to
the'collector; sets of 19th century dye-stamped silver and brass
buttons showine huntin~ and sportin~ scenes) military buttons
sho\-1ing regimental emblems and insignia ~ t-lhich came into use in
the 17th century and continued into the 20th; pictorial buttons,
popular in the 19th century, showin~ aniMals, flowers, fairy and
purs'ery tales: glass-topped buttons, inventect about 1775 an~

fashionable especially at the end of the 18th century; Itallan
caineo .buttons made from laminated shells; \-Jedse\OlOod jasper to1are
buttons,~and the porcelain and e1ass buttons from Europe already
mentioned;

V.A. and J.B.



VI. Museums and Historic Parks

Some references

The Complete Button Book by L.S. Albert and K. Kent, 1949
Buttons by D. Epstein (Collectors Blue Book), 1968
The Button Industry t-y U. Unite Jones, 1924
The National Button Bulletin of the National Button Society

(47 Keith Street, Springfield 8, Mass., U.S.A.)
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further news comes fro'm Sovereign Hill Historic
Park which throughout 1971 continued to add
new structures in its plan to recreate the old
Ballarat gold-mining village. In addition to
the existing attractions - the smithy, the
livery stable, the Ballarat Times press and
Johnny Alloo's Restaurant - already .
reconstructed, comes a new reminder of the
significant Chinese participation in the events
of the day: - the Chinese Joss House, opened
;Ii th fireHorks in December 1971. Horking
exhibits like the Chilean mill (circular
horse-drawn cpushing process widely used in
19th and early 20th century industrial sites)
and the horse-operated ,··hip continue popular.
The \>lOrking exhibits of the mining area
cover all methods in use, from the early
alluvial days to the later period of shafts
several hundred feet deep~ diggers huts and
shanties complete Hith fur!lishings can be
explored. Another neHly-opened exhibit is
the Ne;1 York Bakery, the first shop on l1ain
Street, Ballarat, founded by J. Reid.
Planned for an early opening in 1972 is the
Edinburgh .Pipe·-and Pottery i"orks, -operating
in Ballarat in 1857. Information from
Ballarat Historical Park Ass., P.O. Box 294,
Ballarat, 3350.
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Hunter Valley Museum of Rural Life, Glenba;m,
Scone, N.S.\-]., 2337, recently opened, has a
groHing collection of exhibits on every aspect
of pioneering life in t~e Unter Valley from its
beginnings in 1821 to tlle early 20th century.
Farming and dairying items include an old pack
saddle and side saddle from bushranging days;
an unusual half-box butter churn and butter
Horker c.1900, early Alfa separator (1900),
toothed butter rollers and working platform
(1910), ox yoke, wodden beam ploueh, pea
planter, hand dral-m hay rake etc. of 1843,
and a four-Hheeled bum;y made in Haitland by
NessI'S Hammond and Loare ~n:1898) plus '3.
four-wheeled double--seater buggy imported fro",
U.S.A. about 1890. There is a collection of
old gramophones datine bac~ to 1897; grand
piano (Kirkman 1840), harmonium 1880, organ
1870 and an Edison disc phonograph of 1916;
hand seHing machines (about 1871), mantel
clocks from 1880, old vacuum cleaners and
an early washine mqching (1880); peach-peeler,
raisin-·peeler and iron potato chipper; steam
engine from an·old sawmill, steam traction
engine used for haula~e in the Scone area,
and a·four-wheeled jinker once common in the
Valley with heavy iron··shod' \'1heels; and convict
iron bed, bells (back to 1822) and leg iron
1834. There are also old prints, books, some
aboriginal shilds, boomerangs, sharpening
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Sydney
Un1versity

stones, nulla-nullas and spears, and.
miscellaneous ~tems .of furniture and ornaments.

Hacleay t1useum. An Exhibition of interesting
and historical scientific instruments.
Open weekdays till 19th April.
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VII. Lectures and talks

Excavations at the Capta·in Cook' s Landing Place Historic
Site, Kurne11, 1968..1971. J. V.S.· fiegaw, Department of
Archaeology, Univer's1ty of Sydney. (Paper presented to the
Society i.n Sydney on' '27 October 1971).

One of the chier interests in studying the. recent Aboriginal
archaeology of coastal south-east Australia is the opportunity to
compare the varying types of evidence for a key period of culture
contact and culture change - the evidence of history, ethnography
and archaeology, not to mention many aspects of the natural and
earth' sciences. To this end) three" short seasons of excavations

··have been carried out on the south side of Botany Bay in the
,immediate vicinity of the landing spot traditionally said to be
used by James Cook and Joseph Banks on Sunday, 29 April.1770.
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As a result of the observations of the Endeavour diarists
and those of the first convict fleet of some 18 years later it is
possible to reconstruct the sea-ward coast as being barren cliffs
backed \o1ith low heath interspersed Hith marshes. The bay shore
itself is all'lays described as Hooded, though trees only provided a
light cover and Here interspersed {'lith open grassed and marshy
areas mainly on sandy soil. The Angophora or desert apple, and
Banksia shrub community of~the bay shore Has probably kept open
by Aboriginal activity which on other evidence may have included
deliberate firing. l'iangroves Here also observed around the fore"
shore and residual manarove swamps) the habitat of the nON
virtually extinct mud oyster, ar~ still preserved in ~he area.

Evidence for an extensive Aboriginal midden has recently been
unearthed in the vicinity of the permanent "Freshwater" marked on
Cook's contemporary sketch chart of the area, the same area of
Iihutts Hhere some of the natives- \·lere daily seen':. In fact the
first site to be examined \olas a rock-shelter at Inscription Point
at the entrance to Botany ;)ay. This site, previously trenched in
1912, contained a large number of mainly immature human skeletons
in a uniform banded shell and ash midden deposi·ted "ith few ston'3
artifacts - fabricators predominating .. but some SO bone poin~s,

fish-hooks, blanks for such hooks and fish-hook files. Of the
considerable amount of fish represented, schnapper, leather·;
jacket and je<1-fish ~'el'e the chief species and of rock platform
molluscs~ mussels.

Of the three areas examined on-the fore-shore, soil analysis
of the open shell midden area indicates a maximum age of no more
·than a few centuries. The most significant evidence for local
environmental exploitation comes from tHO cuttings excavated in
1971. The stratigraphy appears constant along the extent of the
midden and a thick bank of mud oyster is perhaps to be equated
with the larger oysters encountered by Cook and others in digging
for water in the vicinity. Apart from Lhe main shell midden in

, .. wbich mussels and Sydney cockles predominate - several of the latter
. having clear signs of use - a local feature is an open hearth Hith
'the larger pa~t of a dolphin back-bone indicating cooking in situ
-in a manner- still to be observed in Arnhem Land. Offshore f~sh

'. as Vlell as rocky reef fish are found indicating the use of canoes
·,0, as well attested from the early. records; schnapper and bream form

the major fish species.' Port Jackson shark and seal and fragments
of whale vertebrae arc also present, the latter probably indicating
butchering of s~randed carcasses. Bird bone is not co~~on but
there is sQme evidence for mutton bird and possibly fairy pen~uin.

',':':'<"""
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There is a significantly vari~d proportion of land mammals thou~h

not in excess of 5% of the total bone analysed - kan~aroo, lar~e

wallaby, ring-tail possum and potoroD as well as di~go as evidenced
by several .,ell-preserved skulls.

A key feature of the fore-shore cuttings is the evidence for
fishing gear of various types together ~"ith a considerable r.umber of
edge-ground axes of imported stone, largely in the form of Hater
Horn pebbles .. such axes beine necessary for bark shield and canoe
construction and spear manufacture. The sources of the rocks used
for axe blades range from the Hunter Valley to the north to the
Shoalhaven in the south. Preliminary analysis of the area distribut ..
ion of shell hooks, stone fish-hook files and bone points shaHS a
peak-which corresponds Hith the maximum number and percentage by
Height of fish bone remains. The 'l!1Cre than tt'10 hundred hooks, as
usual made from discs cut from the common turban shell, as Hell as
an even larger number of hlanks and partially finished hooks and'a
marked concentration of such material in one excavation area
sugges,ts on-·site production hitherto not demonstrable from
archaeological evidence. The range of bone points though more
fr~quently of mammal than bird-bone corresponds to the range found
on south coast sites and ,.;ith those on three of the four spears
collected from Botany Bay by Banks and Cook in 1770 no., preserved
in the University liuseum of Archaeology and Ethnology, Cambridge.

Progressive stages in the
manufacture of fish-hooks from shell

A small but significant quantity of European material comes
in fact frolT' the upper levels of the Kurnell midden - fragments of
bottle glass, a square section hand··T;l.ade iron nail and a bone button.
Such objects are in keeping with the range of gifts giveq to the
natives not only by the Endeavour's crew but also durine the First
Fleet's brief sojourn in Botany Bay. T.~ clubs and a boomerang in
the Australian Huseum ori~inally in Joseph Banks 1 collection,
some less \'1e11 authenticated pieces in the British l1useum and. the
l1useum at Kurnell itself, and a handful of contemporary draHi.nRs
also help to provide just the sort of material evidence normally
lacking from the results of excavation.

Further reading

So far only brief interim reports on the Kurnell excavations
have appeared. 'Some further indications of the uses of historical
sources for Aborieinal archaeology ,·.'ill be found in J. V. S. !~er,aH,

:'Archaeol.ofj:y, art, and !'.!')or'ip;ines\.) J. Roy. Aust. Hist. Soc., LIlI
(1967), 277 .. 94 and D.J. ,',ulvaney, PrWIStory of Austraha (Thames
and Hudson, London, 1969), esp_ chapters 1 and 3 .
Correspondence to De sent to the !lonorary Secretary, Australlan
Society for Historical Archaeology, Department of ArchaeololXY,
University of Sydney, rJ.S.~1., 2006. Australia
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I. Forthcoming events

Vol. 2, No.2. July, 1972

Mr ~J.A. l1antle "ill talk about the history of Old Government
House at Rosehill on 3 August 1972 in CarslaH Lecture The.atre
5 at the University of Sydney.

The annual general meeting of the society will be held at
7.30 p.m. before Mr Mantle's talk at 8 p.m. Members are urged
to attend.

II. Editorial

This Newsletter continues the development toward publication
of more specific articles, giving short, authoritative accounts
of research and developments in historical archaeology, and
includes for the first time some photographic illustrations.

The editor will be happy to receive any articles, up to about
1,200 words in lenght, or other items relating to research projects,
museums, or reviews, to be included in any of the other sections.
Manuscripts or information should be send to David Frankel,
Acting Editor, A.S.H.A. Ne~7S1etter, C/- Department of Archaeology,
Sydney University.

Although the use of historical sources is great importance,
and one of the articles in this issue discusses problems in the
use of illustrations, our primary object must be seen as the
development of the basically archaeological approach to material
remains, together with demonstrating to other hodies the potential
of archaeological methods in developing and studying historical
sites.

In this context it is interesting to read the excellent
National Trust Report on The Historic Buildings of Norfolk Island
(Sydney, 1971. $1.95). The need for ~mmediate and drastic
action to preserve and restore the buildings and environment of
Norfolk Island (aE with other Historic Sites) is stressed, and
the strict attitude toward tourist development 117hich would
destroy the very attractions which it exploits must receive our
full support. This useful booklet outlines the history of each
of the major buildings and includes suggestions on their
restoration; but some of the ruins are lightly passed over.
It would not take an excessive amount of archaeological work
to solve some of their problems, and surveys (surface, arial,
or geophysical) could locate exactly the positions of some
outlying settlements, Hhile excavation could demonstrate their
nature, date, and use. Although not advocating immediate
archaeological work, or hurried or unnecessary excavation, such
investigating committees as this one on Norfolk Island, should
bear in mind the value of archaeological investigation when
making their reports and recommendations.

The development of archaeology in local history is another
topic of interest, especially folloHine the Sydney University
Department of Adult Education courses at Lane Cove and Parramatta.
The work at Elizabeth Farm has demonstrated some of the problems
in organising excavations as Heekly Adult Education classes, and
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VII. Contributions

Pamua: A Newly Located Spanish Settlement in The
Solomon Islands. Dr F.J. Allen, Department of
Prehistory, Research School of Pacific Studies,
A.N.U.

Following upon earlier mention in the A.S.H.A. Newsletter
of the work done 'by Dr Roger Green and myself on the sixteenth
century Spanish settlement at Santa Cruz Island in the British
Solomon Islands Protectorate, there may be some interest in an
important historical side issue which has arisen from that
excavation.

The excavation at Santa Cruz clearly indicated the site of
Mendana's ill-fated settlement of 1595. In addition to several
hundred majolica and earthenware sherds, traces of a
fortification ditch and a non-Melanesian house floor confirm
the validity of the site.

In working through collections in the Otago Museum, Dunedin,
Dr Green recognised similarities between the ceramics from Santa
Cruz and two collections from the village of Pamua, on the east
central coast of San Cristobal. Of these latter collections,
one consisted of two sherds sent to Dunedin by Dr C.E. Fox
in 1923, and the other of 36 sherds recovered during gardening
activity by the Reverend H.S. Nind and also sent to Dunedin
by Dr Fox. Although brief descriptions of both collections
appeared in The Journal of the Polynesian Society (vol. 32,
p. 184"; vol. 47, pp. 69-70), the fact that they were not of
local origin had escaped attention until they were noted again
by Dr Green. Although it is clear now that any examination
by present-day Pacific archaeologists would have indicated
that they were of European and not local origin, confirmation
of their precise origin may well have proved difficult to
establish, prior to the Santa Cruz excavations.

With the Santa Cruz collection on hand it was a simple
matter to establish their sixteenth century Spanish colonial
origin.

Having established this orlgln for the San Cristobal pottery
the problem then became one of explaining how such pottery had
reached San Cristobal some 200 miles from Santa Cruz. We know
that upon departing from Santa Cruz, Mendana's expedition did not
touch upon San Cristobal but sailed northwards towards Manila.
The only known Spanish voyage "of around this period in this area
was Mendana's own earlier exploration arid discovery of the Solomon
Islands in 1567-68.

Both Dr Green and I returned on separate occasions to Pamua
in an attempt to locate precisely the find spots of these earlier
collections, and with the assistance of local villagers and school
girls managed to relocate where these collections had come from.
In addition however Green made the remarkable discovery of a
second, wholly Spanish settlement site of the same size as that at
Santa Cruz. All the pottery to be found on this site paralleled
both specifically and generally the pottery discovered at Santa
Cruz. The historical accounts of the 1568 voyage of Mendana
clearly indicated that only a small party had touched on this
part of the coast and only for a few days, and thus this party
could not be regarded as the source from which our present site
was derived.

Our explanation of the Pamua site is in fact a good
illustration of the possible use of historical archaeology in
this area of the Pacific. Upon arrival at Santa Cruz in 1595 one
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of the four ships of 1 Jendana 's fleet Has lost. Subsequent
searching failed to locate any trace of this vessel, and
historians since dealing with this event have simply assumed
that the vessel either opened up·and sank or struck a reef and
Has lost tvithout trace. !:Ie are left therefore either with
postulating an unknOt·m Spanish vessel of the sh:teenth or
sev·enteenth century to account for the evidence of Pamua or
accepting that one shin known to be headed for this destination
and which went missing'only some 200 miles aHay provides the
most satisfactory exnlanation.

Thus we feel that the archaeological evidence demonstrates
that in 1595 some of ·the Spanish did in fact return to the
Solomon Islands that had been discovered some years before and
established a brief settlement there. Hhether· or not these
unfortunate settlers managed to escape from Pamua when the
remainder of the fleet failed to arrive, or Hhether their
ship ventured no further, thus marooning them in this area
is a story which will not be found in documentary sources.
It is hoped that a further expedition '·/ill be manned in
the near future to explore the consequences of the Pamua settle··
ment by means of archaeology.

A History of Technology, Some Observations. Dr D. Jeans,
Department of Geography, Sydney Un~versity.

The achievement of Australian settlers in harnessing the
strange and harsh environment in which they found themselves
can be explained by their success in finding a number of
rural technologies Hhich could be fitted to regional landscapes.
The new technologies Here in part a matter of invention in
Australia, in part the result of importing implements and
cultigens found useful overseas. Though much explanation can
be found in economic circumstances, in transport costs and prices
prevailing on Horld markets, the study of cultural transference
.arid independent invention is important to understanding the history
and geography of the Australian past.

The evolution of implements within a neH environment is Hell
demonstrated by a consideration of brea]~ing f.';round for planting.
The first fleet brought few agricUltural implements including
ploughs, and there Here feH who kne~1 hml to use them. Convict
labour was plentiful if unskilled, and hoe cultivation was
Carried on; shalloH cultivation played a part in the declining
yields vlidely observed on clay soils in the early years of
settlement. Only by 1820 were ploughs of the English sort
earring into general use, many of them crude wooden implements.
Australia then shared in the general improvement of the plough
going on in Britain and north America, in which iron shares and
moutd board replaced Hooden, and then in turn the tougher and
self··scouring steel caJ".e into use. The American disc plough was
Vlidely adopted from the 1890's, as more suited to slicing tough
virgin soil. Australia;s chief contribution was the stump-jump
plough first invented to deal with the problem of mallee roots in
South Australia and then taken up in other colonies where mallee
roots were found, and also used to deal ~]ith paddocks still
containing tree roots. This plough reduced the costs of taking
virgin woodland into cUltivation. Finally the plough developed
in size, to cut not one but ttvO, three or more furroHs and so
reduce the labour of cUltivation. In this story, Australia
shares in the general inventiveness of the tvestern world in the
nineteenth century, but makes its ol·m contribution to solvine its
special invironmental problems.

Each of the rural industries Fent through a stage of
discovering an appropriate technology. Sheep··grazing follOtved
Spanish rather than English patterns in shepherding the sheep
over open country from the bef,inning in the county of Cumberland
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surrounding Sydney. Tasmanians in their smaller country and ample
convict labour built walls and fences to contain the flocks, but
it was the New South Wales method vmich was followed when the
Tasmanians led the settlement of the rich Port Phillip district.
Cultural innovation became necessary when the sheepmen entered
the semi-arid largely treeless country of western New South
Hales. \'1ater conservation by building dams and excavating
tanks and wells, were adopted from Victoria where they were
invented first, and wire fencing overcame much of the timber
shortage just as corrug~d iron made housing cheaper. Steel
windpumps from North America helped to solve water problems,
while river boats, many built after American sternwheeler models,
carried much of the wool to market. The pastoralists greatest
invention was the sheepstation itself, equipped with watering
points, fencing and head station resembling a rural village in
function and character.

The wheat industry benefitted from the plough as it was
improved, but also from improvements in reaping, beginning with
Ridley's stripper in the 1840's and going onto the stripper
harvester which beat the heads from standing wheat and
winnowed the grain. These methods replaced harvesting with
sickles, in which a man might take a week to cut five acres,
and which seriously hampered the growth of self-sufficiency in
foodstuffs. The imported reaper binder was more laborious, but
was better suited than the harvester to moister wheat growing
areas, where it was combined with the stream thresher to complete
the operation. A large wheat farm might have fifty acres of
grain in the 1850's but over 150 acres in the 1890's with the
aid of the new ploughs and harvesting machinery which encouraged
the growth of an Australian wheat belt in the interior, linked
by new railways to world wheat markets.

Th~ sugar growing industry made a false start in the 1820's
at Port Macquarie, and skills and cane survived to make possible
the great revival which went on from the early 1860's. This was
an excellent crop for the northern rivers of New South Hales,
from which the crop spread to Queensland, and to Fiji under
the auspices of the Colonial Sugar Refining Company. Thomas
Scott, a west indian survived from the 1820's to teach men to
grow and crush the cane and boil the sugar, and skilled men
were brought from Mauritius for the task. Cane knives came from
New England U.S.A., where they were made for the American South
and the "Jest Indies.

American technology also created an Australian cheese
industry, first in Victoria, later, in the 1870's in the South
Coast of New South Wales. American 'manipulators' ~lere hired
to make mild cheese, and utensils and rennets were imported from
upper New York State, vlhich had been the chief centre of American
cheesemaking. In the 1880's cheese making utensils were made in
the Bega Valley and supplied many large dairying enterprises
established on South Coast, estates such as Kameruka, Bodalla and
Kiora.

The butter making technology was similarly imported and
helped to create an export industry by 1901. At first butter
VIas made by allowing the milk to stand overnight in pans and
slimming off the cream in the morning before the laborious task
of churning could be performed. Low quantities and poor quality
butter generally resulted. In the early 1880's this industry
was revolutionised by the centrifugal separator, steam powered,
Vlhich dealt with large quantities of milk and produced fresh
cream for power churning. Almost overnight the modern factory
industry grew up, which developed further Vlith the introduction
of hand spearators for use on the farm, pasturising equipment and
refrigeration, all before 1900.
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These are the outlines of a technological history of rural
Australia which is still to be \·1ritten. Eaci1 implement has its
origin and a process of improvement by Hhich it became more
efficient and more adaptable to varyinG uses and regions.

Note. This topic is discussed at greater length in Dr Jeans'
recent book A historical geography of ll. S .'-/. to 1901,
Reed Educational, Sydney 1972

Reconstructing The Past from Pictures. Condensed from
an illustrated talk by Suzanne Mourot presented to
the Australian Society for Historical Archaeology,
6 Hay 1971.

Pictures are an obvious aid in reconstructing the past and
tend to be accepted as true evidence, yet they can be deceptive,
without any such intention on the part of their makers.

Many plans show buildings as they were intended to be,
but no~ as they were built, whilst views often include spires
as yet unbuilt, the artist being :, a more expeditious mechanic
than the builder" (Prout and Rae - Sydney Illustrated, 181+2
181+1+. The City of Sydney). An old German view of Sydney Cove
(LoHer Plate) shows together a tower tha-t fell dm-m in 1806,
a steamer which could not have been seen in the harbour until
1831 and a large beacon where there never was one. The print
is clearly the result of an attempt at up··dating an earlier viet-l.
(Top and Middle Plates).

In the days of engraved book illustration a portrait might
be redrawn for a net-l edit ion, and redra\m again from the neH
engraving for yet another edition, and so on, the SUbject some··
times facing right and sometimes left, as artists saved time
by not working in reverse, and the likeness becoming more and
more remote; so remote that some months ago a newspaper
headed a number of these engravings "Faces of Cook. How did
he look?" Actually there were only three faces.

An engraved portrait Hhich is probably fictitious is that
of Jeanne Bare who sailed round the world on the Etoile in
1766. It appears in an 1816 Italian edition of popular voyages
but not in the original account of the expedition.

Often then, for economic or aesthetic reasons, artists
are employed to provide book illustrations. Their drawings,
taken out of context, can easily be mistaken for authentic
documents. Thus an old drawing of Cook's Landing at Botany
Bay (Mitchell Library) is a 19th century illustrator's drawing
based on two plates in Parkinson's Journal of a Voyage to the
South Seas, 1773. Oddly it shows an Austral~an native armed
with a Maori weapon: a careless illustrator? Portraits of
governors executed by \</. McLeod of the Bulletin for Garran \ s
Picturesque atlas of Australasia, are an example of similar
but more recent art work.

Originals are no easier to assess. An oil of Papeete by
Conrad Martens dated 181+1 (Dixson Library) undoubtedly shows the
place as Martens saw it some 6 years earlier. As is customary
he dated the painting when he finished it. The validity as
a true record of a contemporary sketch or painting is in any
case open to suspicion. The faithfulness of the artist
depends partly on his physical make-up .- is he astigmatic? -
and partly on his training in the art of composition (cf.
Government House in the British Museum (Natural History)
dral'1ings, in Lt Bradley 1 s Journal, in I-Jatling f s Sydney Cove in
1791+ and the reconstruction by M. Herman in his Early Australian
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Architects and Their Work, 1954). Moreover often, in the past,
so much repa~nting has been done by successive restorers that
the picture is no longer the .Iork of the original artist.

Family tradition is also responsible for much error. An
old lady believed that her treasured picture, high on an ill-lit
wall, Has a local scene painted by her aunt as a girl, and \·1Ould
undoubtedly have handed it down as such to an heir had she had
one. It was a very dirty prin·t of Tintern Abbey. Recently
a portrait came on the market, said to be of Governor Phillip
wearing a sword presented to him by the Portuguese government.
An investigation of the uniform and sword proved the sitter
could not have been Phillip.

There are also puzzles, likely to remain unsolved until
some new document comes to light. Elizabeth Bay House is
shown by Martens with an unadorned fa9ade in a 1838 sketch of
the Bay and in his Sketches in the Environs of Sydney, 1850.
Yet a verandah and the balcony are shown in two watercolours
he worked up from the sketch (1838 Mitchell Library, 1839,
National Gallery of Victoria) and in an undated sketch in an
1835 sketchbook. The last is not titled but can hardly be
anything but Elizabeth Bay House. I used to think that
Martens had only drawn the bones in his 1838 sketch and in the
lithograph and left the clothing to be added in the finishing,
but we have now found a sketch by someone else drawn in the
1840's which shows the house plain. Has Martens more expeditious
than the builder?

To identify a view the angle of vision from the point the
view is taken is checked on a map or chart of the area as close
as possible in date to the view. Landmarks are checked to make
sure they would be visible from that point, that they were
there at the time and that their appearance tallies. Photo
graphs of the area, both old and modern are compared with the
view, and sometimes a little field work is helpful.

However levelling, land reclamation, changes in contours
and in street alignment make it sometimes impossible to
identify a view or a landmark with certainty.

ILLUSTRATIONS: Three views of Sydney Cove

,

TOP:

MIDDLE:

LOvlER:

Sydney Cove c1802. Pub. London 1804

Pub. by Bibliog. Inst. in Hildbh. Later than
1828. Presumably based on top view.

Pub. by Bibliog. Inst. in Hildbh. Later than
1828. Middle plate updated.

Correspondence should be sent to Mrs I. Powell, Honorary

Secretary, A.S.H.A., 121 Jannali Avenue, Sutherland, N.S.W. 2232
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